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Exclusive Antique Collection And Iconic Views Shape Elite New York 

Penthouse 

We often talk about vintage style and decor 

and feature chic modern kitchens and living 

spaces that offer a contemporary 

reinterpretation of the classic designs. But 

this remarkable and inimitable 30th floor 

penthouse located in the Setai Wall Street is 

filled with vintage collectibles and antiques 

that have been carefully assembled by its 

owner Alex Birkenstock. The apartment was 

redone and customized by Steve Harivel, who 

is popular across the planet for shaping the 

interior of the tasteful Soho House Hotels. 

Dazzling you with an array of rare and 

amazing antiques, this is a home for those 

who wish to make a sizzling style statement! 

Located in a skyscraper that features a fitness center, spa and valet services, a bicycle room, a rooftop terrace 

and integrated WiFi services, the lavish apartment will drape you in unadulterated luxury. Coming with two 

amazing bedroom and three bathroom that feature historic decor additions, the penthouse itself offers a relaxing 

Jacuzzi and sauna along with unabated views of the iconic New York City skyline, Statue of Liberty and the 

Hudson River in the distance. One of the two entrances of the penthouse leads into a living area that is covered 

with reclaimed hardwood floors from the Portuguese embassy in Paris. And that is just the start of the 

remarkable collection that the luxurious home holds! 
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Large glass doors separate the living areas from the bedrooms and the large sauna bathroom, while stainless 

steel Art Deco doors from a 1920s theater in Hawaii stand tall in the kitchen. The living area Napoleon III 

chairs, tufted sofas in mohair, vintage French leather club chairs along with industrial style lighting that creates 

a magical and timeless setting. Exposed brick walls add to the overall appeal of the penthouse that borrows 

generously from vintage, Art Deco, industrial and rustic design elements. Yet, state-of-the art appliances and 

contemporary services are seamless intertwined in this old world setting. 

Every room of this phenomenal space is adorned by European antiquities and rare, vintage additions that will 

leave you awestruck. Currently listed by Platinum Properties, this dream home will set you back by $12.99 

million. But then, its artistic interiors are well and truly priceless! 



 

 

 


